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Abstract 

This paper is concerned with semantics and discourse or conversational 
analysis. The confluence of semantics (meaning) and discourse has been 
unwavering. It establishes the fact that discourse is organized within some 
network of interconnectivity a around the web of languages in discourse and 
conversational analysis and its rudiments. A comparative linguistics tool was 
used to do justice to paraphrase sentences, reluctant expressions and 
anomalous expression in conversations of Anaan/English bilinguals. Both 
languages were seen to be rich in paraphrase, redundancy and anomaly but 
divergences exist in their usages. These divergences caused confusion in 
communication, and created hedges in conversations of these groups of 
bilinguals. It was suggested that teachers of English in Nigeria need to return 
to grammatical or linguistic competence method which promotes analytical 
understanding of the language as insistent on analytical understanding of the 
language will foster proper understanding/interpretations of conversations 
/discourse.  

 
 

Language is an important tool for enhancing of human communication and 
interactions. Language functions effectively to deal with everything in our day to day 
existence. In language, there are important connections among saying (informing) doing 
(action), and being (Identity). To understand a situation properly one must know who is 
saying what and what the person saying is doing or trying to do. In using language, 
social goods are always at stake. Language is political in a deep sense because it is with 
language that all social goods are shared in the society. Who gets what in terms of 
money, status, power and acceptance are all determined through language.  

Language gains its meaning from the game, practice of which it is a part and 
which it is enacting. Language is a key way we humans make and break our world, 
through how we deal with social goods. On this note this topic is rooted. Apart from 
unifying the country, the English language serves as a reliable language in which 
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government in Nigeria transact their business across the globe. New frontiers are being 
opened in English usage by Nigerians. Most of the frontiers are exhibited in speech and 
written text forms. 

Speech and writing are the primary medium of language use. A text is an 
instance of language in use. It ranges from word to large chunk of language. Sometimes 
people associate text with just written language, but text is, any instance of language 
use. A text could be a statement, an utterance, a sentence or a paragraph. A text can be 
impolite cruel and annoying. It can also be creative and functional. Language is an 
inalienable ingredient of creativity and functional existence in a comatose economy.   
       
Paraphrase 

Paraphrase is one of the semantic configurations at the sentential level. It is a 
semantic relation where two or more sentences express one meaning. Paraphrases are 
sentences or phrases that convey the same meaning using different warding. Although 
the logical definition of paraphrases requires strict semantic equivalence linguistics 
accepts a broad, approximate equivalence – thereby allowing far move examples of 
quasi – paraphrases” (R. Bhagat) 2013: P463. 

 Paraphrase, according to this source, is like synonymy in the sense that both of 
them entail the expression of the same thing in several ways without changing meaning. 

Two types of paraphrase have been identified: lexical and structural phrase. In a 
lexical paraphrase, two or more sentences can be given the same interpretation just 
because a particular word or phrase in one has been replaced by another word or phrase 
in another sentence as shown below:  
i. She slept with an unmarried man.  
ii. She slept with a bachelor. 
iii.  I’ll be glad if she comes. 
iv. I’ll be happy if she comes. 
v. Sit on the couch. 
vi. Sit on the sofa. 
vii.  He has been promoted to the rank of a reader. 
viii.  He has been promoted to the rank of an associate professor. 
ix. Boma Erokosima was a good raconteur.  
x. Boma Erokosima was a good story teller. 

For structural paraphrase, on the other hand, two or more sentences can be 
given the same interpretation because of the way the words are arranged in the 
sentences. Here, the sameness in the meaning cannot be traced to the presence of certain 
words or phrases. Examples of structural paraphrase include: 
1. His teaching was difficult for anybody to follow. 
2. For anybody to follow his teaching was difficult. 
3. It was difficult for anybody to follow his teaching. 
4. His teaching was difficult to follow. 
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5. It was difficult to follow his teaching.  
6. A mother who is careful will know when her baby is ill. 
7. A careful mother will know when her baby is ill. 
The sentences under structural paraphrase result from transformational operations. 
Transformational operations are rules which enable us to place two levels of derivation 
in correspondence (i.e. to relate them) (Ndimele, 1999 page 73). 
 
Redundancy 

In linguistic redundancy refers to information that is expressed more than once. 
Linguistic redundancy is a multifaceted phenomenon within language that 

illustrate that successful communication is not merely constraint at the heart of its origin 
and the dynamics of its development (J. A. Keller (2014:p19). 
 In the study of language, redundancy is an aspect of meaning relations at the sentence 
level. It results when the presence or absence of a linguistic unit does not affect the 
status or meaning of the larger construction in which it is a member (Ndimele, 1999, 
p.74). Examples are: “can be able”, “scrutinize very carefully”, “illegal murder”, “most 
tallest”, ”more better”, “bending corner”, “10 a.m. in the morning”, “1. p.m. in the 
evening”, “circumnavigate around” etc. The words underlined in the constructions are 
redundant and can be discarded without any loss of meaning. 

Panther (2000, p.78) considers redundancy as a vital feature of language. 
According to this source, redundancy shields a message from possible flaws in 
transmission (unclarity, ambiguity, noise). In this way, it increases the odds of 
predictability of a message’s meaning. On the phonological level, the redundancy of 
phonological rules may clarify some vagueness in spoken speech; “a speaker may know 
that ‘thisrip’ must be this srip’ and not ‘thi srip’ because the English consonant cluster 
‘sf is illegal”  

A common concept in linguistics is economy of storage; only unpredictable 
information is said to be stored in one’s “mental grammar”. the rest must be 
reconstructed by the speaker in conversation, or “online”. Redundancy aids this process, 
increasing the odds of predictability by acting as a “noise” filter. Also in language. 
redundancy is the use of duplicative, unnecessary or useless wording, Some people 
expand the definition to include self-contradictory wording. 

Redundancy typically takes the form of tautology: phrases that repeat a 
meaning with different words. Common examples arc: a variety of different’, “an added 
bonus”, “to over-exaggerate”, “and plus”, “and etc.”, “end result”, “free gift”, “future 
plans”, “hot water heater”, “unconfirmed rumour”, “killed him dead”, “past story”, 
“safe haven”, “potential hazard”, “completely surrounded”, “false pretense”. There is 
also the self-referential joke “organization” called “The Redundancy Society of 
Redundancy”, also rendered as “Society of Redundancy society”. 

All of these forms of redundancy can be used intentionally, for positive artistic 
or rhetorical effect, frequently for humorous purpose, and for a number of other non-
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manipulative purposes, so their appearance in speech or writing is not automatically a 
fault. For example, duplicative language used as parallelism can have a strong rhetorical 
effect. 
 
Anomaly 

Anomaly has been defined as a semantic deviance which results when two 
semantic features which are incompatible are combined in describing or talking about a 
phenomenon. To further explain this Ndimele opined that where nouns which are said 
to have height are made to have length, that the sentence is anomalous with this. He 
explained that height is compatible with the horizontal dimension, while length is 
incompatible with vertical dimension. Ndimele sees a direct relationship between 
anomaly and contradiction. According to this source, the only difference between 
anomaly and contradiction is that whereas for contradiction an overt claim is made in 
the sense that something is said to be both x and y at the same time, for anomaly, no 
such overt claim is made. 

Anomaly is also seen as the violation of the organization of sense in a message 
(Ndimele 1999 page 75). To demonstrate the differences between anomaly and 
contradiction, he uses the following sentence, “The dead man is alive” which is said to 
be essentially a contradiction, because dead man which is always defined as [-LIFE] is 
said to be [+LIFE]. A sentence such as: “The dead man walked into our house” is a case 
of anomaly rather than contradiction, because no overt claim is made that the dead man 
is alive. The proposition expresses with our knowledge about the world in which we 
live. In fact, this is the reason for the anomaly, the writer concludes.  
 
Paraphrases in English and Anaan 

Data available from our study reveals that Anaan language is rich in paraphrase 
and also has two categories of paraphrase. Below are examples of lexical paraphrase in 
Anaan.  
1a  Gwobo ngwub em  - 1b. Gwobo mbiere em,  
2a.  Dia ndidia ade nsobo nsobo   -   2b. Dia indidia ade ajo ajo. 
3a.   Lili nwam    -    3b.  Lili Nyiana.  
4a.  Uso ade utuo   - 4b. Uso ade ugwene. 
5a. Mmagha ilo afo.  - 5b.  Mmagha elugwom afo. 
6a.  Bed udok.   - 6b.  Kuk udok 
7a.  ku usuho nsu   - 7b.  Ku uwiana Awiana 
 

A close observation of the sentences above reveal that in each set, the lexemes 
underlined have the same sense i.e. (there is sameness in meaning). Because of the 
sameness of these lexical items the sentences in ‘a’ and the “b” counterpart have the 
same meaning and are paraphrase of each other. In other words, the selection of one 
lexeme rather than the other does not change the meaning of the sentence. Two 
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sentences are given the same interpretation just because a particular word or phrase in 
some instance, in one sentence has been replaced by another word or phrase in another 
sentence. 

Another category of paraphrase in Anaañ is the structural paraphrase. Our data 
reveals the following as examples of structural paraphrase in Anaañ. 

Mmadia mkpo mma ndadi, Ndadi ke mmadia mkpo mma, Nna na, idem 
insoñño, Idem insoñño, nna na, Nniëghe afere, ka udua, Kaudua ke nnyieghe afere, Ino; 
Akama iso nte agwo ndien, Akama iso nte agwondien ino. 

In the sentences listed above under structural paraphrase (the sameness in the 
meaning) cannot be traced to the presence of certain words. Instead there is a 
transformational operation of passive and active voicing playing on the sentences. In 
what follows we shall look at passive/active forms as source of structural paraphrase in 
English and Anaañ. 
 
Sources of Paraphrase in English and Anaañ 

The major sources of paraphrase in English and Anaañ are: Passive/Active 
expressions, use of converse pairs of antonyms and the use of synonymous pairs. While 
the use of synonymous pairs is responsible for lexical paraphrase, the use of passive and 
active expressions and the use of converses are responsible for structural paraphrase. 
The system of voice is the contrast between active and passive. Voice is in the first 
instance, “a system in clause grammar”, since it affects first, the relation between the 
subject and the rest of the preposition and second, the presence or absence of an object 
and an adjective complement. 
Examples of active voices in English are: 
1a. The window broke. 
2a. Bill broke the window. 
3a. Eno pushed bill. 
While their passive forms are: 
1b. The window was broken. 
2b. The window was broken by Bill. 
3b. Bill was pushed by Eno. 
As can be deduced from the examples above, the active voice in ‘1a’ is a paraphrase of 
its passive form in ‘1b’ while the active font in ‘2a’ is a paraphrase of the passive in 
‘2b’, the same goes for ‘3a’ and ‘3b’. Active and passive voices are also major sources 
of paraphrase in Anaañ language as can be demonstrated in the following Anaañ 
expressions. 
 
Passive and Active Voice and Paraphrase 
Active       Passive 
Eno adia edesi        -  Adesi ade Eno akedia 
Ime anno unan       -  Unam am ime akenno 
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Anyie ikidep udok?  -  Udok Anyie ikedep? 
 
Converseness as a Source of Paraphrase in English and Anaañ 
Converses were said to express relationship between two or more people or things 
(Cruse, 1990). Both members of a pair express what essentially the same relationship is, 
but viewed from the vantage point of different participants. Examples of converse pairs 
in Anaañ were given in as deb/nyam, ebe/uwuan, afenufok/eteufok, iso/edem, ajen/ete. 
Some of these converse pairs when used in a sentence will form paraphrase of each 
other. Examples of paraphrases in Anaañ formed from converse pairs are:- 
 
Udom ade ebe Eno     Eno and Udom are married to each other. 
Eno ade nwuan Udom 
 
‘Charles ade ete ami 
Ami nde ajen a Charles         The relationship is that of father and son. 
 
Ami nda ke iso Ukeme.  
Ukeme ada ke edem ami.        Expressing the same position. 
 
Uduak ade ayenufok ami.    House girl/masters relationship 
Ami nde ekaufok Uduak. 

 
From the examples above, we can see that the sentences with converse pairs of 

antonyms are paraphrases and therefore have the same truth-value. 
 
Redundancy in Anaañ and English  

It will be recalled that the term ‘Redundancy’ was described as an aspect of 
meaning relations at the sentence level. Ndimele, (1999, p.79) views it as that which 
arises when the presence or absence of a linguistic unit does not affect the status or 
meaning of the larger construction in which it is a member. Below are examples of 
redundant expressions in English language: 
Two both together, Can be able, Scrutinize very careful, Illegal murder,  Most tallest, 
Bending corner, 10am in the morning, Reverse back, 10p.m in the evening, 
Circumnavigate around 
The words underlined are redundant in the construction where they occur.   
They can be discarded without any loss of meaning. 
In Anaañ language some of the redundant expressions are: 
Wad sio daka. 
Ata ata akpature iwuood ade,  
Ata tui ubak osen. 
Akpede ade nte mkpo mkpo 
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Eka nkpon nkpon idem 
Mana timme nug di. 
Mma teacher ekpep mkpo 
Iso enen essien ufok. 
Jiok ubok kpeke 
 
The underlined words are redundant because they are merely repeating meaning with 
different though semantically similar words. As noted, redundant expressions could be 
used intentionally, for positive artistic or rhetorical effect. Parallelism is another source 
of redundancy in Anaañ language. Anaañ people are well known to be good in the use 
of rhetoric and they employ repetition of core words to give their speeches a strong 
rhetorical effect. Examples of such expressions in Anaañ language are: 
Agwo keed ade agwo keed 
Usun iduñ agwo agwo atike usun iduñ agwo  
Atuñ ade atuñ, ade atuñ, adiañña. 
Ubure ade ubure. 
Akpara ade akpara. 
Mkpo agwo ade mkpo agwo. 
 
Anomaly in English and Anaañ 

Anomaly was defined as a semantic deviance which results when two semantic 
features which are incompatible are combined in describing or talking about 
phenomenon. Going by the above definition of anomaly, the following Anaañ/English 
expressions are anomalous.  

Two types of anomalous expressions were identified i.e. syntactic and semantic 
anomalies. The following expressions were said to be semantically inappropriate and 
syntactic anomalous respectively (a) The cat will bake the food* (b) The cat will eating 
the food*. These syntactic anomalies also involved inappropriate inflectional 
morphology resulting in an agreement or verb tense error. This takes us to sources of 
Anomaly in English and Anaañ. 
 
Concord Error as a Source of Anomaly in English and Anaañ  

Concord as reasoned by Nyarks, (2012, p.86) is generally used in English in the 
sense of agreement; harmony or cordial relationship. Among the steps that should be 
noted in considering the rules of concord is that a verb must agree with its subject in 
number and person. The verb should agree with its proper subject thereby avoiding 
error of proximity and anomaly. Example of an Anaañ anomalous expression caused by 
the violation of this concord rule is in the expression “Ekaette”? ediagha mkpo — 
singular subject taking plural verb. Other examples are: Eno emaedighe? Ima isañña 
idighe etc. The above expression may become anomalous when taken out of context 
because the number is implied here i.e. not explicitly stated. 
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Hyperbole as a Source of Anomaly in English and Anaañ 
Hyperbole is known as a figure of speech which is deliberately employed by the 

speaker to overstate or exaggerate facts sometimes beyond proportion. The purpose of a 
hyperbole is to give emphasis or to create a comic, satirical or dramatic effect. Ndimele, 
(1999, p.109) gives the following English expressions as examples of hyperbole: 
It is a land that devours its inhabitants. 
It is a land flowing with milk and honey. 
My love for her can move mountains. 
 
Anomaly in English and Anaañ 
Anaañ English  
Itighe agwo Tall snake 
Ntiara inua Drink guitar 
Wobo inua Sharpen the mouth 
Nwaññekpainua Slept the pen 
Mfiaññaagwo Drink the shoe 
Nchiad agwo Embrace the sun 
Fobo ati Kill the stone 
Bok guitar   

Going by our earlier definition of anomaly, as a semantic deviance which 
results when two semantic features which are incompatible are combined in describing 
or talking about a phenomenon, the word ‘land’ is incompatible with ‘devours’ and 
‘flowing and love’ has no compatibility with ‘moving mountains’. 
ln the anomalous expressions in Anaañ language mentioned earlier ‘itighe’ is 
incompatible with ‘agwo’ while ‘mfiañña mfiañña’ (crooked) goes more with sticks 
(eto) than humans (agwo). ‘Fobo’ is more compatible with “Afere/mmoñ afere than 
‘tea’. ‘Bok’ goes with ‘Afere’ but if one plays the guitar very well the person is said to 
be manipulating the guitar as he was cooking it as in “Bok guitar ade ujai ujai nne ikan 
ineghe.” - “Play that guitar well so that we can dance to it.” 
 
Result and Findings 

Redundancy in both languages often occurs unintentionally but in some cases is 
deliberately introduced for emphatic purposes. In all cases redundancy increases the 
odds of predictability of a message’s meaning and understanding to others. Redundancy 
and paraphrase were largely similar in English and Anaan, but the anomalous 
expression in English exemplified by Ndimele (1999) in Longman*/long tree* and tall 
snake*/tall machete* were not semantically anomalous in Anaan language entities such 
as man and tree though specified as being vertical are referred to with “enyon 
ideen/Enyon eto” or” Anyan ideen/Anyan eto”. 

Redundant expansion of acronym is a source of tautology in English but not in 
Anaan language. Abbreviations qualified to be acronyms are hard to come by in Anaan 
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language. Transformational operation of passive and active voicing was revealed to play 
on Anaan sentences to create a parapgrase. Converses were also identified a one of the 
major sources of paraphrase in Anaan and English.  

Our findings also reveal that while the concept of height and length are 
expressed differently in English (length – long and height – tall) in Anaan language 
length and height are expressed with enyon/anyan but the two can substitute for each 
other without rancour.  
 
Conclusion  

On the basis of our findings, we conclude that the lexicon of Anaan and English 
include not only syntactic and phonological characteristics but also characteristics of 
semantic markers such as paraphrase, redundancy and anomaly. Conversation and 
smooth interactions and interpretations of conversations depend on these configurations. 
Knowledge of these concepts consequently will enhance creativity and functional 
language teaching/learning.       
 
Recommendations 

It was suggested that Teachers of English in Nigeria need to return to 
grammatical or linguistic competence method which promotes analytical understanding 
of the language as insistent on analytical understanding of the language will foster 
proper understanding/interpretations of conversations/discourse. Moreover, seminars 
and symposia should be organized to highlight the benefits of firm mastery of these 
semantic concepts. Curriculum planners should not overlook problematic areas in the 
study of English.  
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